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Abstract

Autosomal recessive spastic ataxia of Charlevoix-Saguenay
(ARSACS) is a rare early-onset neurodegenerative disease
caused by mutations in the SACS gene, encoding Sacsin.
Initial functional annotation of Sacsin was based on sequence
homology, with subsequent experiments revealing the Sacsin
requirement for regulating mitochondrial dynamics, along with
its domains involved in promoting neurofilament assembly or
resolving their bundling accumulations. ARSACS phenotypes
associated with SACS loss-of-function are discussed, and how
advancements in ARSACS disease models and quantitative
omics approaches can improve our understanding of ARSACS
pathological attributes. Lastly in the perspectives section, we
address gene correction strategies for monogenic disorders
such as ARSACS, along with their common delivery methods,
representing a hopeful area for ARSACS therapeutics
development.
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Introduction
Autosomal recessive spastic ataxia of CharlevoixSaguenay (ARSACS) is an early-onset neurodegenerative disease characterized by loss of Purkinje cells in the
cerebellum, peripheral neuropathy, hypermyelination,
and thickening of retinal ﬁbers [1]. Mutations in the
SACS gene, comprising 10 exons, cause ARSACS [1].
The ﬁrst SACS exon is a non-coding component, while
the remaining exons are coding regions located within
the long arm of chromosome 13. The SACS gene encodes Sacsin, a large multidomain protein (w520 kDa)
in humans, posing difﬁculties in Sacsin biochemical
characterization. ARSACS was ﬁrst described in the
Charlevoix and Saguenay regions of Quebec (Canada)
from which the disease name has been derived. Owing
to founder effect, 96% of ARSACS patients in these
Canadian regions share one (c.8844del) common mutation [2]. To date, over 400 SACS mutations have been
discovered, which are thought to be pathogenic as per
the data retrieved from CLinVar (archive of human
genomic variants) database.
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Annotating Sacsin function from sequence homology
analysis

Sacsin function has been initially predicted from its
sequence and putative domain compositions. Sequence
analysis shows that Sacsin comprises an internal repeat
region, termed SACS repeated region (SRR), that
occurs thrice throughout the protein length (Figure 1a).
The SRR region shares homology with the heat shock
protein 90 (HSP90), suggesting that SRR mediates
chaperone-like activity [3]. While classical HSP90 hydrolyzes ATP with its activity inhibited by compounds
such as geldanamycin and radicicol [4], these inhibitors
fail to halt ATP hydrolysis in the case of Sacsin, indicating that despite their predicted homology, SRR and
HSP90 respond differently to ATP hydrolysis inhibitors
[3]. Subsequent reports undertook computational and
sequence alignment approaches to expand SRRs into
larger domains. Three large internal repeats were thus
named Sacsin-internal repeats (SIRPTs 1e3), since
they share repeated subdomains [5]. The remaining
three smaller domains include ubiquitin-like (Ubl), Jdomain, and higher eukaryoticeprokaryotic nucleotide
binding (HEPN) domain (Figure 1a).
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Figure 1

Sacsin protein conservation. (a) Domain composition of Sacsin. (b) Sacsin conservation patterns across vertebrates. Phylogenetic reconstruction,
implying evolutionary distances between organisms spanning classes or orders under the subphylum Vertebrata for Sacsin. Values in parenthesis
represent phylogenetic distances.

Evidence suggests that SACS evolved from duplication
and fusion events of simpler homologs of the SIRPT
superdomain coding region [3]. It thus becomes
conceivable that Sacsin functions in an integrated
multidomain fashion. Notably, Sacsin with its 3 distinct
SIRPT domains is exclusively found in vertebrates
within the animal kingdom [5] (Figure 1b). While
having ancestral lineages to single domain SIRPT-like
proteins, it appears that over the course of evolution
the 3 SIRPT domains gave rise to Sacsin upon extensive
fusion and duplication events.
Experimental support to Sacsin function

In addition to computationally annotating Sacsin function [2,3], earlier experimental reports describe Sacsin
as a chaperone due to its tendency to inhibit ataxin-1
inclusions [6]. This was based on the discovery of a
Current Opinion in Chemical Biology 2022, 71:102211

truncated J-domain that acts as HSP40, which can
complement for the loss of endogenous HSP40 in the
Gram-negative bacterium, Escherichia coli. Despite this
evidence, inclusion bodies or protein aggregates of
ataxin-1 have not been described in neurons of ARSACS
patients in post-mortem studies [7,8], nor can subcellular assemblies be detected in SACS siRNA knockdown
[9] or CRISPR-mediated knockout cells [10]. Besides,
SACS loss-of-function leads to neuroﬁlament network
abnormalities in the brains of Sacs-/- mice, ARSACS patient ﬁbroblasts, and also in engineered Sacs-/- cell lines
[11e14]. Confocal imaging of ARSACS patients’ dermal
ﬁbroblasts show abnormal vimentin cytoskeleton that
appears as bundles of perinuclear accumulations, and
the same phenotype was observed with different SACS
mutations, which validates earlier reports showing unusual neuroﬁlament accumulations in Sacs-/- primary
www.sciencedirect.com
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neurons [14]. Similar to SACS knockout mice that
display early-onset ataxia with neuroﬁlament bundling
in many neurons, mice carrying the R272C missense
homozygote mutation, reported in ARSACS, also display
the same SACS knockout bundling phenotype [12],
conﬁrming a link between neuroﬁlament accumulations
and SACS loss-of-function.
Ectopically expressing full-length wild-type SACS to
complement its loss-of-function results in resolving the
bundling phenotype in motor neurons, revealing an
essential role for Sacsin in regulating neuroﬁlament dynamics. In addition, the neuroﬁlament bundling patterns
caused by SACS mutations can be potentially reversed
[13]. In support of this, the role of each Sacsin domain in
de novo assembly of neuroﬁlaments was examined in
SW13vim- model cells, since they lack endogenous intermediate ﬁlaments. Individual myc-tagged Sacsin domains co-produced with both, the neuroﬁlament light
and heavy polypeptide proteins, revealed an important
role for both the HEPN and SIRPT domains in promoting neuroﬁlament assembly [13].
To examine possible reversal of the neuroﬁlament
bundling phenotype, various Sacsin domains were
independently produced in the motor neurons of 6week-old Sacs-/- spinal cord dorsal root ganglion cultures, followed by confocal examination, which revealed
the Sacsin J-domain as being the most efﬁcient in
resolving pathological neuroﬁlament accumulations,
with the Ubl domain being less efﬁcient, and in accordance with the chaperone hypothesis of Sacsin, ectopic
expression of HSPA1A compensates for SACS loss-offunction and mimics the J-domain in resolving the
neuroﬁlament accumulations 3 days post microinjection.
These data conﬁrm a pivotal role for Sacsin in regulating
the neuroﬁlament assembly process, with SACS mutations responsible for their pathological accumulations
associated with ARSACS [13].
On another front, Sacsin localizes to the mitochondria,
as validated by experiments performed on hippocampal
neurons, Cos-7 and HeLa cells, primary neurons,
ARSACS patient ﬁbroblasts, SACS knockout mice, and
organotypic mice brain slice cultures [15]. Sacsin
mitochondrial localization plays a seminal role in regulating mitochondrial dynamics. In the healthy neurons,
the N-terminus of Sacsin interacts with the Dynamin
related
protein-1
(Drp1)
GTPase,
another
mitochondrial-associated protein that critically regulates mitochondrial ﬁssion [16,17]. Either Sacsin or Drp1 disruption increases mitochondrial network interconnections due to impaired ﬁssion, with pathological consequences impeded the mitochondrial transport.
Accordingly, Sacsin knockdown shows clustered mitochondria that accumulate in the soma and dendrites,
along with altered dendritic morphology, which are reported in ARSACS [15].
www.sciencedirect.com
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In addition to Sacsin’s role in regulating mitochondrial
dynamics and neuroﬁlament assembly, there has been an
ongoing interest in understanding how various SACS
mutations are linked to ARSACS disease symptoms or
severity, especially because the 290 pathological SACS
variants we extracted from the single nucleotide polymorphism database (dbSNP) are spread throughout the
entire gene length (Figure 2a), with most mutations
mapped to Ubl domain in the form of frameshifts, while
HEPN domain encompasses the least number of mutations reported in ARSACS to date, the majority of
which are missense mutations (Figure 2b). Among the
290 SACS variants, nearly three-fourth (75%, 217 of
290) are likely-pathogenic, while one-fourth (25%, 73 of
290) are pathogenic (Figure 2c) in ClinVar database.
Systematic analysis of genetic variants shared among
populations can provide deep insights into population
history [18]. We therefore explored how often the
pathogenicity of the compiled SACS variants is common
or restricted among populations across the world.
Following ACMG variant classiﬁcation guidelines, we
mapped the allele frequency (AF) for 290 SACS variants
against the most extensively used public population
genetic repositories (i.e., 1000 Genomes Project, and
Genome Aggregation Database (gnomAD) containing
full exome and genome sequencing data; Figure 2d).
While we were unable to map SACS variants to superpopulations in the 1000 Genomes Project either due to
lack of allele frequency or their clinical signiﬁcance
being uncertain or likely benign, rsIDs were matched to
a non-redundant set of 82 variants with relatively low (
0.05%) frequency in gnomAD populations. Strikingly,
we found over one-tenth (16%, 45 of 290) of the SACS
variants with low-frequency alleles (AF = 0 to 6.8e 3)
are overrepresented (P = 2.0e 19, hypergeometric test)
in the non-Finnish European (NFE) individuals than
other population groups (Figure 2d), indicating a
possible genetic drift (i.e., loss of alleles from a population by chance). Nevertheless, more than three-fourth
(84%, 245 of 290) of SACS variants that were noted to be
pathogenic or likely-pathogenic were absent in the
population databases. Collectively, our results are
consistent with the notion that variants either missing
from gnomAD or present at a low allele frequency are
evidence for pathogenicity [19] in ARSACS compared to
high allele frequency that can be a resultant of low
penetrance in monogenic disease [20].
Next, we probed how often 82 SACS variants and the
rest (208) that were not present in gnomAD lead to a
consequence as in missense, frameshift, stop-gain, or
other mutation outcomes. Our meta-analysis indicated
that a vast majority (83%, 66 of 290) of the frame-shift
and stop-gain variants have high (i.e., disruptive)
impact on Sacsin protein production, whereas less than
one-ﬁfth (14%, 11 of 290) of the missense variant
exhibit moderate (i.e., non-disruptive) impact on Sacsin
Current Opinion in Chemical Biology 2022, 71:102211
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Figure 2

SACS mutations in various encoded domains. (a) Representative Sacsin amino acid substitutions associated with ARSACS. (b) Variant types, containing
290 pathological SACS mutations compiled from dbSNP database. (c) SACS variants displaying likely-pathogenic or pathogenic in ClinVar database. (d)
Heatmap indicates allele frequencies for a non-redundant set of 82 variants along with their rsIDs and changes in nucleotide bases (Nucl. chg.) in
population repositories. The variant (Var) type corresponds to the color-scheme shown in Figure 2b. AFR, African; AMR, American; EAS, East Asian;
EUR, European; SAS, Southeast Asian; ASJ, Ashkenazi Jewish; FIN, Finnish; NFE, Non-Finnish European, OTH, Other; AMI, Amish; MID, Middle
Eastern. (e) Variants that were matched (82) and the rest (208) not present in the population databases grouped into high (i.e., disruptive) and moderate
(i.e., non-disruptive) impact. (f) SIFT predicted deleterious (LC, low confidence; HC, high confidence) and tolerated variants. The variant impact and SIFT
predictions correspond to the color-scheme shown in Figures 2e and f.

(Figure 2e). Since disease-causing amino acid substitutions affect protein function [21], we applied SIFT
(Sorting Intolerant From Tolerant) algorithm [21] to 290
SACS variants containing different mutations. SIFT
predicted one-tenth (10%, 22 of 290) of the variants to
be “deleterious” (SIFT score 0.0 to 0.05) with missense
alleles being the major players, while 1% (3 of 290) of
SACS variants were “tolerated” (SIFT score
>0.05; Figure 2f).
Besides gaining knowledge on the pathogenicity of
aforesaid SACS variants, steadfast SACS sequencing will
be a robust validation tool of suspected ARSACS

Current Opinion in Chemical Biology 2022, 71:102211

patients, which can highlight the family pedigree information. For example, routine brain magnetic resonance imaging performed on an outpatient revealed
superior cerebellar vermis atrophy with corpus callosum
abnormalities [22]. This patient is a child to consanguineous parents who expressed early childhood, ataxic
gait, frequent falls, dysarthria, and muscle cramps.
Classical genetic testing for Friedreich ataxia failed to
detect pathological repeats in cognate FXN gene. But
whole-exome sequencing unveiled a new homozygous
SACS deletion (NM_014363.5:c.429_430 delTT:
p.Trp144ValfsTer39) [22]. Subsequent segregation
analysis through Sanger sequencing revealed the
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patient’s sibling is a homozygous carrier for the same
mutation, and both parents were found to be heterozygous. This example underlines how clinical
sequencing is a requisite that aids in devising ARSACS
management plans, while considering carrier status of
close family members.
Notably, a recent report analyzed large sets of skin
ﬁbroblast samples obtained from ARSACS patient cohorts, and found that regardless of the mutation site in
the SACS gene, Sacsin protein levels are either undetectable or reduced in all patients despite varied
mRNA transcript levels or an uninterrupted translation
mechanism, highlighting rapid posttranslational ubiquitination and degradation, protein instability, or

5

aggregation of altered Sacsin as the outcomes in
ARSACS regardless of the mutation site [23]. This
further complicates the full characterization of how
domain-speciﬁc alterations in Sacsin play a role in the
ARSACS pathophysiology.
Advancements in disease models and their
significance in ARSACS research

Although cell lines and animal models are still used to
unravel the role of altered Sacsin in ARSACS, recent
developments of close-to-natural and reliable cellular
models offer novel strategies to elucidate the pathophysiological mechanisms of this neurodegenerative
disorder (Figure 3a). Indeed, despite the generation of
SACS knockout or the introduction of SACS mutations

Figure 3

ARSACS disease models. (a) In addition to SACS knockout mice and cell lines or the post-mortem brains, patient dermal fibroblast (I) reprogramming into
induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs, II) and subsequent differentiation into neural progenitor cells (NPCs, III) and maturation into motor neurons or
Purkinje cells (IV) are shown along with micrographs stained for cell state-specific markers (scale bar, 20 mm: I–III; 60 mm: IV) and for nuclei with DAPI
(blue), offers great advantage to generate various organoids. (b) Micrographs of immunostained cells positive for neurofilament (NFL) and HB9 motor
neuron markers in healthy and ARSACS patient (SACS: c.4568G > A (p.W1523*); c. 9305T > A (p.L3102*)) iPSC-derived motor neurons are shown along
with neurite length measurements. Significance (P = 1 × 10−4) by Student’s two-sided t-test.

www.sciencedirect.com
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in neuronal-like cell lines, such as SH-SY5Y cells, to
consistently study Sacsin [10,24], these model cell lines
cannot recapitulate the complex neurodegeneration
mechanisms affecting Purkinje cells and motor neurons
in ARSACS. Thus, the use of animal models (Figure 3a)
has improved our understanding of ARSACS by allowing
researchers to study brain areas and neuronal types
directly impacted by this disorder. In particular, Sacsin
pathophysiology was successfully studied in SACS
knockout transgenic mouse models, which displayed
axonal swellings and degeneration, as well as loss of
Purkinje cells and intermediate ﬁlament accumulations
as the primary disease phenotypes [14,15]. However,
animal models still do not replicate the disease phenotype [12,14,25] due to differences in the anatomy,
metabolism, and behavior between mice and humans,
thus imposing restrictions on ARSACS research.
The advent of a more patient-oriented view drove the
introduction of human-derived models that were able to
recapitulate the genetic background of patients. In
particular, blood and brain autoptic samples have always
been widely used for the identiﬁcation of disease biomarkers [26] and the investigation of pathological
mechanisms [27,28], respectively. Conversely, human
skin biopsies offer an easily accessible source of proliferating ﬁbroblasts, which mirror the risk factors of patients and share similarities with the biochemical
alterations found in the neurons affected by the disease
[29,30]. For example, a study conducted on cell lines,
primary neuron cultures and knockout mice revealed
that targeted disruption of Sacsin caused alterations in
mitochondrial morphology and function, with mitochondrial damages also present in primary skin ﬁbroblasts obtained from ARSACS patients [15]. However,
given the different functions carried out by these cells
in the human body compared to neurons [31e33] or the
post-mortem effects on brain molecular pathways [34],
the use of these human samples come with limitations.
The advent of induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)
technology led to the subsequent generation of various
neuronal cell types and 3D brain organoids with ease
(Figure 3a). Specially, iPSC-derived neurons form
functional synapses that share similar electrophysiological properties of brain neurons, and resemble the
pathological processes underlying the disease [35,36].
In the case of ARSACS, the development of protocols
for the differentiation of Purkinje cells and motor
neurons is thus needed to understand the pathological
pathways driving ARSACS. As a proof of principle, we
show the generated iPSC-derived motor neurons from
an ARSACS patient (Figure 3a), using an established
protocol [37]. These advancements can facilitate the
characterization of pathological features associated with
ARSACS such as motor neuron length, which was
signiﬁcantly (P = 1  10 4) shorter in ARSACS patients (w60 mm) than their healthy counterparts
(w213 mm, Figure 3b).
Current Opinion in Chemical Biology 2022, 71:102211

Despite iPSC-derived neurons offering promise for the
study of complex human diseases, such as ARSACS,
they cannot mirror the higher complexity of brain regions, which are composed not only of neurons, but also
of astrocytes, glial cells, and oligodendrocytes [38].
These limitations can be overcome by the generation of
3D brain organoids, which resemble the multidimensional complexity of the human brain [38e40]. Additionally, the 3D tissues offer a unique opportunity to
study the pathological mechanisms of ARSACS in
various stages of neuronal development and discover the
earliest cellular defects in a patient-derived system.
Multilayered omics in understanding the ARSACS
molecular mechanisms

Areas such as single-cell transcriptomics [41], proteomics, or quantitative omics, with the advent of mass
spectrometry [42], can improve our understanding of
the ARSACS pathophysiology. The ongoing effort in
identifying SACS mutation loci, frequency, and the
types of mutations (Figure 4a) [43] can expand the
repertoire linking SACS mutations to disease phenotypes. In addition, functional transcriptomics offer
better understanding of the molecular mechanisms of
ARSACS beyond the mere genomics level. For example,
RNA-sequencing performed on SACS knockout SHSY5Y cells compared to the wild-type control revealed
more than 1,500 upregulated and 1,700 downregulated
genes related to RNA processing, mitochondrial organization, protein folding, programmed cell death, autophagy, and others [10].
Although bulk RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) or singlecell RNA-seq of SACS transcript were expressed in
excitatory and inhibitory neurons, and in the major glial
cells (i.e., astrocytes and oligodendrocytes) of the brain
compared to other cell types (Figure 4bec), SACS is
noticeably expressed in brain regions and in a multitude of other organs (Figure 4d), highlighting organspeciﬁc roles, which remains largely understudied.
Advancement in Sacsin research beyond the immediate
scope of brain tissues can therefore reveal additional
comorbidities linked to ARSACS. For example, the
parathyroid hormone (PTH) is a key metabolic factor
required to regulate calcium levels in the bloodstream.
PTH is also known to cross the blood-brain barrier,
where PTH receptors on brain cells are recognized for
subsequent intracellular regulation of calcium levels in
different brain tissues [44]. Elevated PTH levels
associate with calcium overloading, apoptosis, cerebral
hyperintensities, vascular dementia, and Alzheimer’s
disease manifestations [45]. Thus, Sacsin abundance in
parathyroid gland (Figure 4d) may indicate ARSACSlinked PTH pathological attributes when SACS is
altered, a possibility that warrants further investigation. When more multi-organ SACS single-cell transcriptomics data from different patients becomes
available, this will continue to reﬁne our understanding
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 4

Gene expression and physical associations of SACS. (a) Graphical representation of SACS mutations associated with ARSACS is displayed as different
symbols (missense mutations in squares; insertions/duplications/deletions in triangles). (b–d) Single-cell RNA (b)- and bulk-RNA (c, d) sequencing data
from the Human Protein Atlas, showing SACS transcripts levels (represented as normalized transcript per million, nTPM) in various clusters of excitatory
and inhibitory neurons and in the major glial cells (i.e., astrocytes and oligodendrocytes) of the brain (b), neuronal vs. other cell types (c), as well as for
different tissue (d) types. (e) Sacsin association with proteins from indicated processes by immunoprecipitation coupled with mass spectrometry in SHSY5Y neuronal-like cells using Sacsin antibody (ABN1019, EMD Millipore). Interactions filtered at 95% confidence in all 3 biologically independent
experiments with SEQUEST matches (performed at 20 pp. fragment ion mass tolerance) evaluated using STATQUEST algorithm by assigning confidence
scores to putative matches of peptides and proteins at 1% false discovery rate (FDR) for all identifications. (f) Sacsin binding partners enriched (adjusted
P-value by Benjamini-Hochberg FDR correction) for Gene Ontology biological process annotation terms.

of ARSACS pathology in brain tissues and other
body organs.
On the proteomics front, ARSACS has been linked to
dysregulation patterns in bioprocesses such as neuroinﬂammation and synaptogenesis using aptamer-based
proteomic platform [24]. As well, puriﬁcation of Sacsin
bait protein in differentiated SH-SY5Y human neuronallike cells, with Sacsin antibody, using immunoprecipitation (IP) and MS [46] revealed Sacsin association with
human proteins involved in cytoskeleton, cell junctions,
neuroﬁlaments, mitochondrial functions, and chaperonewww.sciencedirect.com

assisted protein folding activities, among others
(Figure 4e). In fact, the putative Sacsin interaction
partners involved in these processes are also signiﬁcantly
(FDR z 5%) enriched according to the Gene Ontology
(GO) annotation terms. Similar attempts on ARSACSderived pathological tissues or iPSC-derived neurons
differentiated further into more speciﬁc neuron types
(e.g., motor neurons or Purkinje cells) from ARSACS vs.
healthy subjects can uncover disrupted or altered patterns of macromolecular assemblies, thereby prioritizing
candidate interacting Sacsin proteins for therapeutic interventions to tackle ARSACS.
Current Opinion in Chemical Biology 2022, 71:102211
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Conclusion and perspectives
Since ARSACS is a monogenic disorder characterized by
SACS loss-of-function mutations, therapeutic options
for loss-of-function diseases are signiﬁcantly harder to
develop when compared with their gain-of-function
counterparts, with cancer therapeutics among the exceptions since tumor suppressor genes loss-of-function
is exploited to develop synthetic lethality-based
cancer drugs to target parallel genes that are activated
upon tumor suppressor gene disruptions [47]. To date,
pharmacological treatments for ARSACS management
are scarce and only alleviate disease symptoms without
addressing its underlying molecular mechanisms, with
baclofen as an example used to manage spasticity and
minimize tendon shortening [48].
In the case of ARSACS, gene speciﬁc therapies represent a sound path to correct SACS mutations or
compensate for its mechanistic loss. Gene speciﬁc
therapies aim to silence or manipulate altered RNAs
using antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs) or small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) that modulate the expression of
altered mRNAs. ASO binding to its target mRNA triggers RNase H-mediated degradation or target slice sites
of the exon of interest to mediate exon skipping, or
alternately using small molecules that mediate exon
inclusion. In addition, siRNAs recognition of their
mRNA target results in target degradation, with the
delivery methods of siRNAs ranging from lipophilic
derivatives, siRNA-receptor ligand, siRNA-antibody or
aptamer, dynamic polyconjugates, and exosomes, among
others. These strategies are already yielding measured
success in neurological diseases. For example, several
ASOs that are either FDA-approved or in clinical trials to
correct motor neuron disorders are available for targeting
SMN1, SMN2, SOD1, C9orf72, and XPO1 mutations
associated with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) [49].
However, recent work suggests that SACS mutations
lead to undetectable or signiﬁcantly reduced protein
levels in ARSACS regardless of the gene mutation site
[23], this renders ASOs approach, albeit necessary in
other disorders, dispensable in ARSACS due to SACS
gene silencing by default. Subsequently, viral or nonviral delivery of an exogeneous healthy copy of SACS
can ultimately compensate for its loss-of-function.
While viral vectors are more efﬁcient in gene delivery
than their non-viral counterparts, they remain challenged by non-targeted transfections, transient gene
expression, low transgene levels due to potential insertional mutations as well as host immune neutralization [50].
Despite the challenges, w500 clinical trials based on
viral gene therapy delivery are in progress [50]. This is in
addition to CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing tools that are
facing technical and/or regulatory hurdles, genome
editing-based therapeutics are also rapidly advancing,
Current Opinion in Chemical Biology 2022, 71:102211

and there already exists genome-editing based therapeutics in the pipelines to treat Huntington’s disease as
well as familial amyloid polyneuropathy. These ongoing
efforts will gradually bring us closer to the era of
developing promising therapies to manage ARSACS and
other neurological disorders.
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